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So you want to break 4 hours in the marathon! How do you feel? Excited? Nervous? Unsure? This training plan is
specifically designed to give you the ability and confidence that you need to get across that finish line in less than
4 hours! A lofty goal!
You will do this by focusing on building your endurance and fine tuning your marathon goal race pace. The
characteristics of this training plan our hill workouts, mile intervals, tempo runs and the long run itself. Every
workout that is scheduled has been designed with your main goal in mind
and how to get you there while staying healthy and making progress!
If you ever find yourself doubting that you can do it then put your faith in
your training and how far you have come. If you stick to the plan you will be
successful and will have a wonderful memory of this marathon. The pain is
temporary! I believe that the best things in life come with solid hard work
and the marathon is no different!
If you have any questions or need support along the way you can always
reach out to me at: molly@all-about-marathon-training.com
I wish you all the best!

In weeks 1 and 2 you will be building a foundation and start your transition into hill training and future speed
work by doing hill sprints. You will start practicing your marathon goal race pace (Between 9:00 and 9:09 minutes
per mile) during one mile of your first long run of 6 miles. It may or may not feel challenging to you. It’s okay if it
does. We are going to be building our strength and focusing heavily on speedwork in the later parts of this
training plan.

The goal of this phase is to build strength in your legs to help prep and prime your body for speed training!
Your total weekly mileage will increase from 23 miles in Week 3 to 29 miles in Week 6. You will be performing hill
intervals on Tuesdays, increasing your hill reps each week from 4 to 8 repetitions. This will allow you to gain
strength and stamina and set you up for your speed training that will occur mainly during weeks 7-14. You will
also begin to do some shorter tempo runs to help you build up for the next phase of your training.

The goal of this phase is to really nail your Goal Race Pace through speed training.
During weeks 7-14 you will increase your long run from 17 to 20 miles. You will complete three 20 mile long runs
before you reach the starting line of the marathon. The last 20 mile run is the most specific training test that you
will do before your marathon. You will also have a reduction in your long run progression during weeks 9 and 12
to allow for recovery.

You will also be adding in speed training in the form of mile intervals on Mondays and tempo runs on Thursdays.

During the final 2 weeks of this marathon training schedule you will be tapering – here is the science and more
information behind the idea of tapering, and nutritionally getting your body ready and capable of running a
marathon through carbo-loading. Since your main goal is to break 4 hours in the marathon you need to be hyper
focused on the nutrition that you are implementing before and during the race! Hitting the wall is a great risk for
you because of the distance and speed that you will be running at and therefore I highly recommend developing a
very personal carbo-loading plan, pre-race menu, race-refuel plan, and personal recovery plan. If you aren’t sure
where to start then your ultimate resource is the EAT LIKE A MARATHONER Nutrition Kit. You will want to work
through the 9 Step Marathon Nutrition Prep plan at least 2 weeks before your race day.

Rest day following your long run on Saturday.
Strength training through hill repeats during Phase 2 or Speed Training through mile intervals during
Phase 3.
Cross-training as marked by the XT on your training schedule. I recommend strength training
especially in the upper body. If you would prefer you could also do a very short (3-4 mile) run at an easy pace to
allow for recovery.
Rest day.
Easy runs (+ hill sprints) in the base building phase and then tempo runs to improve your endurance
and your ability to handle stress while training your body to push back your fatigue threshold.
easy, short mileage recovery runs. These are more maintenance runs to help build your running volume
and allow your body a break from more intense workouts such as hill and speed training. Try to focus on your
form and breathing during these easier runs and run at a very easy and comfortable pace.
Long, slow runs where you will practice your Goal Race Pace (GRP) increasingly each week. During
later long runs you will implement more progressive style long runs in which you will run your Goal Race Pace
during your last couple of miles of the run.

These runs are supposed to be run at an easy comfortable pace. Your easy runs on
Fridays are recovery runs where you are not doing in hill or speed work (more intense running workouts) and you
are not pacing yourself. These allow your body to recover while still getting in miles.

this add-on workout is found during the first phase of your training. Hill sprints are so effective in
helping reduce your risk of injury by strengthening your legs and also help you transition more smoothly into hill
repeats and speed training during the later phases of your training. Hill sprints can be found on your training plan
on Monday’s and Thursday’s. They are transcribed on your training plan as “4 miles + (1 x 10 sec Hill Sprint)” This
can be read as, “Do 4 miles at easy pace and then do one 10 second hill sprint.” Be sure to do a cool down
following your hill sprints.
To perform hill sprints:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Find a steep hill at about 6-8% grade (similar to a treadmill incline of 6-8%)
Using near maximum effort sprint up towards the top of the hill for 10 seconds.
Allow you body to completely recover before doing another scheduled sprint.
Cool down.

are found during Phase 2 of your training. They are a longer and more structured workout versus
the add-on hill sprints. Hill repeats are the best bridge you can take to set yourself up for risk-free (injury free)
speed training which is why it comes before such workouts as intervals in your training plan. You must build your
strength first! You will hill repeats denoted on your training plan as, “4 miles + 4 Hill Repeats (30-90sec.)”
Preferably, this means to run 2 miles as a warm-up, perform 4 hill repetitions that last between 30 and 90
seconds, then cool down for 2 miles.
To perform hill repeats:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Warm up for 2 miles at easy pace.
Find a steep hill, and at near maximal effort that can be sustained for 30-90 seconds.
Recover fully by jogging or walking down the hill before doing your next repeat.
Do a 2 mile easy pace cool down after all of your scheduled repeats are complete.

(also known as threshold training runs) are found during the second and third phase of your
training. Tempo runs train your body to push back your lactate threshold or the point at which your body begins
to fatigue. Your lactate threshold is a strong determinant of your success in long distance running. Therefore,
training at your lactic threshold is key to time goals in the half and full marathon. It trains your body to resist
fatigue for longer periods of time while running faster by pushing back the time at which your body can no longer
clear the lactic acid at a fast enough rate.
A good tempo run will have you running for 20-30 minutes and no more than one hour at your tempo running
pace. Tempo runs on your training plan look something like, “4 miles (2 @ tempo pace)”. Therefore, you should

start by doing a warm-up of 1 mile at easy pace, then increase your pace to your tempo pace for 2 miles, then
cool down for 1 mile for a total of 4 miles.
Your tempo running pace should feel “comfortably hard” as running legend Jack Daniels says, or it should be the
pace that you could sustain for only an hour in length. If you have access to Train Faster + Smarter pace kit you
can find your exact tempo (threshold running) pace based off of your Vo2max and more specifically your
maximum speed which you can find through the calculators that are included in that kit.

The length of speed intervals that you run should always be specific to the distance that you are
running. As a marathon the best distance interval is the mile to two mile interval. This plan focuses on mile
intervals but during the last two weeks of Phase #3 you will be doing some 2-mile intervals to really help you
reach your peak before marathon race day.
Your interval pace when training for a time goal in the marathon should be 30 to 45 seconds per mile faster
than your goal marathon race pace. Therefore this would translate to a mile interval pace of between 8:15
and 8:30 for a marathon race pace of 9:00 minutes per mile (goal finish time of 3:55) and 8:24 and 8:39 for a
race pace of 9:09 minutes per mile (goal finish time of 3:59:44).
Your training plan has scheduled interval workouts that are written as, “2 miles + 4 x 1 mile intervals”. This
should be read as, “Run 2 miles at easy pace (1 mile for your warm-up and 1 mile for your cool-down) and then
run four 1-mile intervals”.
How to perform your interval workouts:
1. Warm up at an easy, comfortable pace (even slow!) for 1 mile.

2. When ready to begin your intervals, run at your interval pace of between 8:15 and 8:39 for one mile.
(Unless you have a 2-mile interval scheduled, then you would run at your interval pace for 2 consecutive
miles without resting.)
3. Recover for only 2-4 minutes before starting on your next interval.
4. When you have completed all of your scheduled intervals, do at least a 1 mile cool down. Always include
stretching after an interval workout as well!

these runs are the meat and potatoes of your entire training plan as a marathoner! They are the
single most crucial predictor of your marathon race success. Training for a time goal means that you need to
focus on speedwork but training for a marathon means that you must focus on building your endurance and
marathoners do that through their long run. Since your goal is to break 4 hours in the marathon, you will start
practicing your marathon goal race pace during your very first long run. You will increasingly practice that goal
race pace each week during your long runs as your mileage increases as well.
During the first 6 weeks of your training plan, your scheduled long runs look something like this, “10 miles (2
miles @ GRP)”. This means that you will run a total of 10 miles but 2 of those miles needs to be at your Goal Race
Pace. The other 8 miles can be run at an easy pace (see the following paragraph). During the next 8 weeks of your
training, you will do more progressive style long runs. These are written on your training plan as, “18 miles (last 5
miles @ GRP)”. This means that you will run a total of 18 miles but the last 5 miles should be run at your Goal
Race Pace. The reason to practice running your Goal Race Pace during the last few miles is to get your body used
to running your Goal Race Pace even when it is already fatigued.

Your long run pace: unless you are running at your Goal Race Pace as indicated on your training plan, then run at
a comfortable, easy pace. The goal of these runs is to build the necessary muscle fibers to build endurance.
Increasing the comfort at which you can perform at your Goal Race Pace is what your interval and tempo runs are
for. Therefore, your long run pace can be 45 seconds to even 3 minutes slower than race pace. That means that
for this training plan, your long run pace (unless you are supposed to be running at Goal Race Pace) can be
between 9:45 and 12:00 minutes per mile. The point is to go the distance.

The goal of strides in this training plan is to keep your body primed for speed during your taper phase
where you will be backing off from increasing the mileage and from intense workouts such as intervals. They
also help to improve your form and efficiency.
On your training plan, strides are scheduled as, “5 miles + 8 strides”. This means that you will run 5 miles and
also do 8 strides. A stride is simply a form of a sprint where you will run at almost maximal intensity for about 2530 seconds only.
How to run strides:
1. Your strides are typically tacked onto the end of your easy run. However, if you prefer you can sprinkle
them throughout your easy run miles.
2. When you are ready, start your stride and run for 25-30 seconds (set a timer or beeper) at the increased
speed (should be around 85-95% effort.
3. Completely recover before starting your next stride.

4. Do a cool down and stretch when you are finished.

If you choose to do something aerobic in nature such as cycling or walking or even doing a light
recovery run as your cross training for the week try to get in about 25-45 minutes of exercise. If you prefer to
strength train (which I highly recommend!), 15 to 20 minute session is really all you need. Sports that you should
avoid are: tennis, volleyball, soccer, downhill skiing, those exercises that are high impact as they involve sudden
starting and stopping which can be very damaging to the knees, especially while training for a marathon. Just try
to limit these while you are in training.

Sundays, and Wednesdays are your well earned rest days. If you would like to do some cross training
(walking, cycling, etc.) on one of those days then feel free. Otherwise take the day off. Try to leave Sunday, the
day after your long run as a complete rest day. However don’t spend it completely inactive or your muscles will
stay tight and sore. Maybe get a good stretching session in or a nice Sunday stroll!



Don’t start out too fast. This is the #1 mistake most runners make at the starting line of the marathon and
it is easy to make the same mistake at the beginning of a run. Get used to setting a slower, even pace now
on your shorter runs.



Speed up to your average pace as soon as you are warmed up and feeling comfortable. If you want to run
faster, now is the time to do it. Don’t start at a fast pace as soon as you hit the road. Give your body time to
adjust.



Stay relaxed throughout your body. The more relaxed you are the better able you are to pace yourself and
get a good readout of how you are feeling and whether you are capable of going faster or if you need to
slow down.



Keep your head up and your eyes out in front of you. If you run with your head down on your chest and
with your eyes on your feet you are going to slow yourself down and your pace will not come without more
effort. Keep your body tall, and at a slight lean forward. Pull your stomach in slightly and think of yourself
as gliding.



Learn how to breathe properly and use proper technique and posture! Your breathing will change
depending on your intensity and speed.



Keep an eye on your watch. Although we mostly associate timing ourselves for speed, we can also use it to
make sure that we aren’t going too fast or too slow. The key is training our body to keep a consistent pace.



Run hills at the same effort as flat landscapes. Notice that this read “effort” and not “time”. Keeping the
effort the same on a hill as on a flat surface means that you are going to have to go slower on hills.
However you can make up the time on the downhill. Just be careful as runners tend to continue their fast

pace after they have arrived at the bottom of the hill. Don’t make the mistake of wasting precious energy
here. Keep the same effort level and time yourself for the next mile to make sure you are not going too fast
after a hill.


Make allowances for the weather. If it is hot outside, plan on slowing your pace down. This is particularly
important if it is very humid as you may not feel the heat but you will become dehydrated and overheated
much faster than in non-humid climates.



If you have the energy, practice your finishing sprint during your final quarter of a mile. This will prep you
for finishing strong at the end of the marathon.

Way #1: If you would like to make this marathon training plan longer than 16 weeks, I would suggestion adding in
a reduction week after Week 6. A reduction week is a training week where you run less miles than the previous
week in order to aid full recovery.
Way #2: Add in two more weeks of hill repeats for a total cycle of 8 weeks of hill repeats. For your long runs, add
on only 1 extra mile to your previous long run distance during these weeks.
Way #3: Build up to your long run of 16 miles more slowly. (i.e. adding 1 mile to each of your previous long runs
until you hit your 16-mile-long run) Once you hit your 16 mile long run, be sure to do your scheduled progressive
long runs as scheduled although you can still build these more slowly by adding only 1 extra mile to your last long
run each week.
Way #4: Do a combination of each of these 4 ways. While you definitely do not want to drag your marathon
training out indefinitely (I find between 16-20 weeks to be the ideal amount of time for most marathoners) you
can combine these ways to reach your most preferable training period.
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